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	2016 July SAP Official New Released C_BOCR_11 Q&As in Lead2pass.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed! 

There is no need to hassle if you are stuck in the C_BOCR_11 exam difficulties, Lead2pass will assist you right through

C_BOCR_11 exam with C_BOCR_11 PDF and VCE dumps. Lead2pass delivers the most comprehensive C_BOCR_11 exam

preparation material, covering each and every aspect of C_BOCR_11 exam curriculum. We ensure you 100% success in

C_BOCR_11 exam. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: 

http://www.lead2pass.com/c-bocr-11.html  QUESTION 101 You create a Crystal report that shows customer names and locations.

You use a linked sub report to display details of the orders placed so far this year by each customer. Each customer's total purchases

for last year are calculated and stored in the main report and retrieved by the sub report. The sub report must calculate the percentage

increase or decrease in orders received this year as compared to each customer's purchases made last year. Which formula should

you use to accomplish this? A.    Shared currencyVar cLYS; (Sum ({Orders.Order Amount}) ?cLYS)/cLYS; B.    Shared

currencyVar cLYS(Sum ({Orders.Order Amount}) ?cLYS)/ Sum ({Orders.Order Amount}); C.    Global currencyVar cLYS(Sum

({Orders.Order Amount}) ?cLYS)/cLYS; D.    currencyVar cLYS; (cLYS - Sum ({Orders.Order Amount}))/ Sum ({Orders.Order

Amount});Answer: A QUESTION 102 Which two evaluation time functions can you use in a formula which contains a manual

running total? (Choose two.) A.    BeforeReadingRecords B.    EvaluateAfter C.    WhileReadingRecords D.    WhilePrintingRecords

Answer: BD QUESTION 103 You use two different ODBC DSNs that assign different data types (numeric in one data source and

string in the second data source). Which three solutions can you use to link the different data types? (Choose three.) A.    Use an

OLAP cube. B.    Use a command object. C.    Use a linked subreport. D.    Use a stored procedure. Answer: BCD QUESTION 104

What is an acceptable file type for the imported XML transform? A.    XML B.    XSL C.    VTD D.    STX Answer: B QUESTION

105 Scheduling a report and sending sub-sets of data to different users dependent on the security is called: A.    Report bursting B.   

Report exporting C.    Report publishing D.    Report scheduling Answer: A QUESTION 106 You design a Crystal report for the

Sales department. It lists customer orders received year-to- date and is grouped and subtotaled monthly by order date. It contains the

selection formula: Sum ({Orders.Order Amount}, {Orders.Order Date}, "monthly") > $200000. What is the highest stage of

processing that this report requires? A.    Pass 2 B.    Pre-pass 3 C.    Pass 1 D.    Pre-pass 2 E.    Pass 3 Answer: A QUESTION 107

Which three statements describe characteristics of a subreport? (Choose three.) A.    Can be inserted in any section of a primary

report B.    Can contain subreports C.    Can have its own record selection D.    Does not contain a Page Header or Page Footer

section Answer: ACD QUESTION 108 You run a report and the report returns an error that fields are missing. Which feature can

you use to determine if the database structure has changed? A.    Verify Database B.    Record Selection Formula C.    Check

Dependencies D.    Show SQL Query Answer: A QUESTION 109 You want to ensure that your Accounts Receivable listing report

displays only those customers with invoices. Which join type must you specifies when you link the Customer and Invoice tables

using the Customer ID field? A.    Enforced Both Join B.    Equal Join C.    Inner Join D.    Full Inner Join Answer: C QUESTION

110 You create the following formula in a new Crystal report: Local NumberVar Array b; Redim b[10]; Local NumberVar i; For i :=

1 To 10 Do ( b[i] := 7 * i ); What is the correct value of b[2]? A.    14 B.    140 C.    70 D.    7 Answer: A  We highly recommend our

C_BOCR_11 dumps. Comparing with others', Lead2pass is the most credible and authentic source of information on C_BOCR_11

exam and we strive to keep our C_BOCR_11 dumps up-to-date and reliable on a consistent basis. Our exam preparation material is

rich in variety. We offer C_BOCR_11 PDF format and C_BOCR_11 practice test with free VCE player. That's the reason why many

candidates choose Lead2pass. 2016 SAP C_BOCR_11 exam dumps (All 293 Q&As) from Lead2pass:  
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